
SLO I: Foundations of Child Development 
Students will demonstrate knowledge of the theoretical 

and empirical foundations of the discipline. 

After receiving a Bachelors of the Arts degree in the discipline of Child 

Development, students will have accumulated a much more profound range of 

knowledge on the influences and effects on children’s growth and 

development. Before I declared Child Development as my major all I knew was 

that I had a natural way with children that was very special and unique; I 

thoroughly enjoyed playing with children and was immensely intrigued by how 

their brains processed the world around them and how they grew up to be truly 

one of a kind. Learning the foundations of Child Development provided me with 

a wealth of knowledge that transformed my simple passion for children into a 

career-focused area of discipline. My comprehension on child development 

can be applied to any career I delve into, whether I will be directly working with 

children or not. I am currently battling an internal conflict between entering into 

the work force with after school non-profits, like the Boys & Girls Clubs of 

America, or advising emerging adults in their first years at college. Although 

these career paths work with two different populations, I can apply learnt 

theoretical concepts into how I provide services to them. Take Bronfenbrenner’s 

Ecological Model for example. This theory identifies awareness of an individual’s 

demographics, influences in their microsystem and macrosystem, the 

interactions between such influences (exosystem), and the cultural norms and 

values of the individual. Whether I will be working with preschool-age children or 



older adolescents the information obtained through this theory is pertinent and 

valuable in meeting their needs. Lastly, at the very least my education will make 

me a better mentor, uncle and eventually father one day. One thing I know for 

sure though, the world could only benefit from having more people with the 

ability to understand the genuine complexity and beauty that makes up early 

human development. 

I first learned theoretical and empirical foundations from the textbooks, 

lectures, and readings of different theorists, such as Urie Bronfenbrenner, Lev 

Vygotsky, Jean Piaget, and Erik Erikson. I also attribute the depth of my 

understanding to the amazing Child Development professors. My professors 

were extremely knowledgeable on the subjects they teach, but more so they 

were exceptionally personable and taught the complex material in ways that 

are comprehendible. Furthermore, I am a practical learner that learns most 

when I am engaged and experiencing the practice hands-on. Child 

Development is unique in that it is a profoundly applied field. Thus, most of my 

learning was done through my various internships working directly with children, 

families, and the community.  

In the discipline of Child Development, many theories have been 

developed to increase our modern understanding of how children grow and 

thrive within the environment around them. The one theory that was a true eye-

opener in my educational journey was that of Lev Vygotsky’s Sociocultural 

Theory of Cognitive Development. According to Vygotsky, children learn 



problem solving skills by direct instructions and interactions with others. His 

concepts on scaffolding and the zone of proximal development state that it is 

the adult role models’ responsibility to guide their attempts, gradually 

withdrawing assistance until they are able to perform tasks independently in 

order to maximize the child’s cognitive development. This progressive teaching 

style is done through modeling and demonstrating rather than commanding 

and demanding. And although I have often witnessed a contradictory 

authoritarian parenting style, I have implemented this authoritative guiding 

technique into my own experiences with children at my internships and it has 

shown me effective results. Children were learning tasks they said they could not 

do, and with more practice and encouragement from me as their teacher they 

were quickly mastering such abilities.  

Observing children and family before has changed in many ways since I 

have been educated in the Child Development field. The biggest change, 

however, is that of my own instincts and reactions in uncomfortable situations in 

the public arena. Before my education, I would always be quick to judge the 

parents based off of the child’s inappropriate and disrupting behavior. I would 

automatically put blame and cynicism on the parents for not being able to 

control their children. Moreover, I would typically end my train of thought with, 

“If I were that child’s parent, I would do a much better job.” Now that I have 

been taught lessons on Bronfenbrenner’s ecological theory and understand that 

there are various potentially unknown factors with each individual family, I could 



not possibly jump to such judgmental conclusions. Instead I now try to 

empathize with the caregivers and I am always curious about whether I can 

help them in any way. And for that life lesson, I am and will always be truly 

grateful.  

Besides Vygotsky’s and Bronfenbrenner’s theories, as I have previously 

mentioned, another theory that I will apply to my practice in the future is that of 

Erik Erikson’s theory of Psychosocial Personality Development. Because I am now 

recognized as a childcare professional, I have people ask my opinion on the 

development of a loved one. Typically, this request is coming from a place of 

genuine concern that the child is behind in what is considered “typical” 

development. Before I would use my instincts to throw my uneducated 

viewpoint into the conversation. Now, however, I can utilize theories and 

research from Piaget and Erikson that I have studied on, to help back up the 

reasoning behind my advice to them.  

I will continue to grow in the area of Foundations of Child Development 

because the discipline of Child Development is such an applied field. Any 

practice and experience that I will continue to engage in working with children 

and families will only benefit my knowledge and understanding of the 

foundations of child development. My hope is that I can soak up all of the 

information I can gather from each experience while I have the opportunity to 

be mentored from head teachers and site supervisors, especially from those 

whom are older, wiser and more experienced. If I learned anything from this 



major it is that every person, every interaction, and every relationship is truly 

unique and special, so I have to cherish and continue to learn from every 

moment that I possibly can in order to make the most of it.  

The first assignment I completed as a Child Development major at Chico 

State that demonstrates my understanding and knowledge of theoretical and 

empirical foundations of the discipline is the final research paper in my Methods 

of Inquiry in Child Development course. This paper was the first collegiate level 

research paper I had ever completed. It took all semester to write and edit until 

it was ready to be turned in by finals week. What was also different about this 

paper in particular was that it was a collaborative effort written with a partner 

rather than individual. This too was the first time I had ever written a paper with 

someone else. The entire experience was new, and although it isn’t an example 

of my best work, it serves as an excellent example of a progression of my 

professional development in regards to theoretical and empirical 

comprehension. Within the paper my partner and I concluded that although 

teachers with more experience managing a classroom are more 

knowledgeable, younger and newer teachers have more energy and are less 

prone to burnout. We pulled concepts from Bronfenbrenner’s Ecological Model 

highlighting the factors that contribute to the relationship between teachers 

and the children in the classroom setting.  

The second assignment I completed that demonstrates my understanding 

and knowledge of theoretical and empirical foundations of child development 



is the environmental assessment report I conducted in my Issues in Assessment 

for Children and Families course. Unlike my Methods of Inquiry in Child 

Development paper, this paper was written individually and on a timely manner. 

Because of my previous experience in Methods of Inquiry in Child Development 

with regards to writing research papers at the collegiate level, I was more 

prepared when it came down to writing this one in my Issues in Assessment for 

Children and Families. I already knew how to formally research topics, format 

sections, and document resources. Included in this paper were influences of 

Maslow’s hierarchy of needs model, to demonstrate how the quality of the 

classroom setting is among the factors of the utmost importance in order to get 

the children’s needs met. Throughout the writing process, I also had a firm 

understanding of the style of writing objectively and cutting out the unnecessary 

descriptive vocabulary that is typical to my favored writing technique. After 

comparing the two professional documents, it clearly shows the level of learning 

that took place just over the course of two semesters here at Chico State. 

 

 

 


